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Abstract

Temporal data (such as news articles or Twitter feeds) often consists of a mix-
ture of long-lasting trends and popular but short-lasting topics of interest. A truly
successful topic modeling strategy should be able to detect both types of topics
and clearly locate them in time. In this work, we compare the variability of topic
lengths discovered by several well-known topic modeling methods including la-
tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), as well as
its tensor counterparts based on the nonnegative CANDECOMP/PARAFAC ten-
sor decomposition (NCPD and Online NCPD). We demonstrate that only tensor-
based methods with the dedicated mode for tracking time evolution successfully
detect short-lasting topics. Furthermore, these methods are considerably more
accurate in discovering the points in time when topics appeared and disappeared
compared to the matrix-based methods such as LDA and NMF. We propose quan-
titative ways to measure the topic length and demonstrate the ability of NCPD (as
well as its online variant), to discover short and long-lasting temporal topics in
semi-synthetic and real-world data including news headlines and COVID-19 re-
lated tweets.

Method

Nonnegative CP Tensor Decomposition (NCPD) is a tool for decomposing higher-
dimensional data tensors into interpretable lower-dimensional representations.
NCPD factorizes a tensor into a sum of nonnegative component rank-one ten-
sors, defined as outer products of nonnegative vectors [1, 3]. More precisely,
given a third-order tensor X ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

+ and a fixed integer r > 0, the approxi-
mate NCPD of X seeks matrices A ∈ Rn1×r

+ ,B ∈ Rn2×r
+ ,C ∈ Rn3×r

+ , such that
X ≈

∑r
k=1 ak ⊗ bk ⊗ ck, where the nonnegative vectors ak, bk, and ck are the

columns of A,B, and C, respectively. The matrices A, B, and C are referred to
as the NCPD factor matrices.

One can note that given a large amount of time-stamped documents, such as
news articles or tweets, topic evolution frequently happens not from one docu-
ment to the next in time, but rather from a batch of nearly simultaneous docu-
ments to the next. Therefore, one can encode the entire corpus of documents
as a 3-dimensional tensor where the three modes correspond to words, relatively
simultaneous documents, and time, respectively.
We believe the role of nonnegativity constraint on the temporal mode is crucial for
the NCPD-type methods to be able to detect short-lasting topics. Indeed, NMF is
well-known to be able to extract spatially localized features when applied to im-
age data [4] by using nonnegativity constraint on the spatial mode. Being a 3D
analogue of NMF, NCPD should be able to extract spatio-temporally localized fea-
tures, which correspond to ‘short-lasting’ (temporally localized) ‘topics’ (spatially
localized features) in our context of dynamic topic modeling.
For large tensors, the computational cost of applying NCPD to the entire tensor
may be large compared to the LDA or NMF. To address this concern, we also
apply a recently proposed online version of NCPD (ONCPD) [5].

Quantifying lengths of topics

For a fraction α ∈ [0, 1] and the topic τ , its α-effective length denoted by ℓα(τ ), is defined as

ℓα(τ ) := max
i∈[n]

{
min

{
l|
∑

i:i+l > α
}

if
∑

i:n > α,

0 otherwise,
where

∑
i1:i2

:=

i2∑
j=i1

T̃[τ, j].

The matrix T̃ ∈ Rr×n
+ is the matrix representing the dynamics of the topics over time with

the rows normalized to add up to 1. Informally, the metric captures how many consecutive
days are required for each topic to include a certain proportion of its whole "mass".

Semi-synthetic Benchmark Dataset

Semi-synthetic 20 Newsgroups Dataset:

• The 20 Newsgroups dataset is a collection of documents divided into six groups parti-
tioned into subjects, with a total of 20 subgroups.

• We consider only five categories: “Atheism", “Space", “Baseball", “For Sale", and “Win-
dows X" with a total of 1040 documents.

Fig. 2: Semi-synthetic 20 Newsgroups tensor construction.

Fig. 3: The learned topics and prevalence of each extracted topic from the semi-synthetic 20 Newsgroups dataset for the four

methods. NCPD and ONCPD identify topics associated with each subject and accurately indicates the temporal occurrence of

each subject, while NMF and LDA learn topics that are prevalent during time slices associated with multiple subjects.

Fig. 4: Plot of the α-effective lengths of all 5 topics against α ∈ (0, 1) of the 20news dataset over LDA, NMF, NCPD, and ONCPD

methods. The normalized area under the curve (nAUC) is given for each topic in the legend. The legends contain topic numbers

referring to the topic numbers in Figure 3.

With an elbow method, NCPD discovers two short-lasting topics (topics 4 and 5) with the
0.7-effective length of one day, two topics (topics 2 and 1) of 0.9-effective lengths of 10 and
18 days, respectively, and one topic (topic 3) of 0.9-effective length of 20 days that also has
0.4-effective length of only 2 days (which is, precisely the lengths of these created topics).

Real-world Datasets

Twitter COVID-19 data:

• We consider Twitter text data related to the COVID-19 pandemic from Feb.
1 to May 1 of 2020 [2].

• Specifically, we consider the top 1000 retweeted English tweets from each
day.
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Date

people, china, health: 1
eating meat, stop eating, god: 2

hoax, trump, new hoax: 3
social distancing, today, believes: 4

china, wuhan, chinese: 5
lockdown, social distancing, people: 6
lockdown, easter, social distancing: 7

trump, cdc, president: 8
mike pence, charge, indiana: 9

li wenliang, chinese doctor, died: 10
china, wuhan, cases: 11

death toll, sars, breaking: 12
pandemic, trump, stay home: 13

pandemic, cases, new: 14
cases, south korea, new cases: 15

washington state, first death, breaking: 16
stay home, please, stay safe: 17

hong kong, strike, border: 18
cruise ship, passengers, japan: 19

south korea, cases, total: 20
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Fig. 5: The normalized factor matrix of NCPD with rank 20. Each column of the heatmap indicates the distribution

over the extracted topics for each day. NCPD detects various short-lasting events (e.g. Topics 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 19 ).

Million Headlines Dataset:

• Dataset containing news headlines published from the years 2003 to 2019
sourced from the Australian news source ABC.

• We consider 700 headlines randomly selected per month with a total of
142,100 headlines in the entire dataset.

Fig. 6: The normalized factor matrix of NCPD on the News Headlines dataset with rank 25. NCPD discovers a

range of short-lasting (Topics 8, 20, 24) and periodic events (e.g. Topic 22).
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